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ABSTRACT

Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET) is a novel approach where vehicles communicate with each other under
challenging situations characterized by recurrent disconnections and long delays. They work on the principle of ad
hoc networks. In the case of disconnections in the network, the messages do not reach their destination on time.
Such disconnections result in data loss or delay. In order to avoid such data delay, we proposed a hybrid prediction
based data dissemination scheme which is based on V2V communication paradigm. The vehicles periodically
predict their future position and on the basis of the relative distance between the intermediate vehicles and destination,
the next hop neighbor selection is performed. The vehicles relay messages hop-by-hop between the intermediate
vehicles to finally reach their destination, thereby, reducing delay and enhancing network efficiency. The proposed
scheme has been analyzed through extensive simulation and the results indicate the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme with respect to existing scheme.

Index Terms: data dissemination, future position prediction, store-carry-forward, VANETs

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, population explosion has led to tremendous growth in usage of Internet and related
technologies by different communities all over the globe. This enormous population growth has also
contributed to exponential increase in vehicle density that results in number of accidents and traffic jams.
Thus, there is a need for an intelligent vehicular system which can detect and regulate vehicular movement.
Such a system is referred to as Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) [1]. In this system, every vehicle
broadcasts varied information collected through installed sensors about the traffic to every other vehicle in
the vehicular environment. A vehicular environment known as Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANETs) [2] is
a special type of mobile ad hoc network in which the vehicles communicate through wireless networks. In
VANETs, vehicles possess the ability to communicate directly with other vehicles by vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) communication, or, they can transmit information with the help of existing roadside infrastructure
called roadside units (RSUs) using vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) or vehicle-to-roadside (V2R)
communications. The Dedicated Short Range Communications [3] standard has been developed for inter-
vehicle communication (IVC).

A major issue for data dissemination in VANETs is the frequent network disconnection due to relatively
high mobility of vehicles. This may hamper timely data delivery during disconnections. Also, due to highly
dynamic topology of vehicles, periodic disconnections result in lack of end-to-end connectivity between
the source and destination vehicles [4]. Thus, most of the existing data delivery mechanisms exhibit
performance degradation. To address the problem of data delay, the idea of store-carry-forward has been
integrated in VANETs. In this approach, the intermediate vehicle between source and destination stores the
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message and carries it till it finds another vehicle in its transmission range and forwards it when another
vehicle comes in its contact. The process is repeated until the message reaches its destination [5]. The
movement of vehicles on the road can assist in timely and successful message delivery when the messages
are relayed to next vehicle in the vehicular environment [6]. The packets are relayed in hop-by-hop manner
until the destination node receives the packet. Figure 1 depicts a VANET scenario in which a vehicle stores
packets, carries and passes it to the next vehicle that comes into its vicinity. The vehicles transmit information
using V2V and V2R communication.

The data dissemination techniques in VANETs are classified into two generic categories called push-
based and pull-based techniques [7]. The push based mechanism is generally employed in most of the data
dissemination techniques. The dissemination of data in VANETs is done using several routing protocols
[8] that intend to deliver data to the destination even in disconnected or intermittent networks. The Vehicle-
Assisted Data Delivery (VADD) [9] protocol works on the concept of store-carry-forward scheme for data
dissemination to cope with frequent disconnections in the vehicular network. In order to get an optimal
path from source to destination, an optimal link selection can be used. In this scheme, an extra storage
known as dropboxes are introduced that store the messages until it finds next suitable vehicle [10]. An
epidemic routing algorithm [11] assures reliable message delivery when there exists a network partition
while going from source to destination based on periodically pair-wise connection. In this scheme, messages
are replicated and many copies of same message are distributed among different nodes so as to increase
probability of message delivery.

Most of the existing data dissemination protocols exhibit performance degradation especially when
packet transfer is not scheduled in sparsely populated areas, thus, causes high packet delay and low data-
delivery rate. Most of the existing data dissemination protocols exhibit performance degradation especially
when packet transfer is not scheduled in sparsely populated areas, thus, causes high packet delay and low
data-delivery rate. An efficient energy-aware predictive clustering approach [12] has been implemented on
VANETs that performs prediction of vehicle mobility. Based on the prediction process, the average variation
of the vehicle movement is analyzed.

Figure 1: General scenario of Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs)
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Also, prediction can be done in clusters using prediction based clustering algorithm which predicts the
future position of upcoming vehicles and transmit the information to the neighboring vehicles. A cluster
head is selected from each cluster which is responsible for handling network responsibilities so as to reduce
delay, overhead and improves communication [13]. In order to store the information about transferring of
packets, a file sharing scheme based on Distributed Hash Table can be used [14]. With the help of this
scheme, packets are transferred to various nodes by using hash tables that store the information about
sender and receiver nodes identities. It helps in reducing the delay and improves performance. The beaconing
scheme in [15] helps in reducing the congestion and enhancing the utilization of limited resource effectively.
The beaconing scheme depends upon the prediction done by taking into account the current and historical
traffic parameters such as traffic density and vehicle speed.

Although, numerous data dissemination schemes have been proposed for VANETs, but only a few
prediction based data dissemination schemes have been proposed. The proposed data dissemination scheme
called Predictive- hybrid data dissemination or P-HDD involves prediction based on which the vehicles
can locate their nearby vehicles and can carry forward the message to them even in the case of disconnection
in the network. The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the problem formulation.
Section 3 describes our proposed scheme and section 4 includes the simulation, results and comparative
analysis with the existing scheme. Ultimately, section 5 concludes the paper.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Vehicles in the modern era are equipped with devices like sensors and GPS systems which help them to
recognize the vehicle movement and distance travelled. The future position of vehicle is predicted using
the current position of that particular vehicle and the distance between its previous and current position.
The vehicles can easily communicate with other vehicles as long as they are in their communication range.
Increase in distance between the vehicles results in connection fading that result in delay or loss of packets.
So, the prediction technique helps in predicting the future position of vehicle to which the packet would be
transferred even in the case of network disruption. The predicted vehicle will carry forward the packet to
the destination until it comes in contact to another vehicle, thus, reducing data-delivery delay and overhead.

3. PROPOSED SCHEME

In order to determine the future position of vehicles, the proposed scheme uses the predictive approach for
future mobility of vehicles described in [12]. The positions and velocities of vehicles are computed in the
network at discrete time periods (�) that are moving on pre-defined paths. The assumed position of prior
vehicle V

i–1
 helps to predict the future position of intermediate vehicle that lies on its path within its

transmission range R. Vehicle V
i–1

 forwards the message M
i 
to next relay vehicle V

i
 which then carries M

i

and looks for another vehicle to relay message to finally reach the destination vehicle V
dest 

at ‘�’ time. The
fundamental objective of the proposed scheme is to minimize the data-delivery delay between the vehicles
by predicting their future positions so as to reduce data loss during frequent disconnections in the network.
This scheme ultimately reduces packet drop and improves the overall efficiency of data dissemination in
VANETs.

3.1. Prediction based algorithm

The proposed prediction based scheme helps in retaining data by predicting future position of vehicles to
which the data would be transferred even in the case of network disruption. The predicted vehicle will carry
forward the packet to the destination until it comes in contact to another vehicle.

In algorithm 1, the initial position and velocity of vehicles are initially assumed in the network at
discrete time period (�) moving on pre-defined paths. Initially, for ‘N’ number of vehicles, the actual position
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of vehicle V
i 
is assumed. The pre-computed velocity ‘s

0
’ and existing velocity ‘s

1
’ is used to evaluate the

average velocity of the upcoming vehicle for ‘x’ time instance. The future mobility prediction is then
carried out taking into consideration the real vehicle position realpos� and the computed velocity of V

i
. The

predicted position of vehicles is evaluated as in (1):

� �� �1 1* / 2predpos realpos s s s� � � � �� � �� � � � (1)

This algorithm helps in generating different values by evaluating future position estimation ã for different
vehicles on the lane at � intervals.

3.2. Predictive Hybrid Scheme

The hybrid predictive data dissemination scheme is the combination of scheme used in [12] and [13]. The
proposed predictive hybrid data dissemination scheme, P-HDD, is a position-based scheme which uses
aforementioned prediction based algorithm for data dissemination in densely and sparsely populated areas.
In algorithm 2, real positions of vehicles at source and destination and, predicted positions of intermediate
relay vehicles are taken as input. For each vehicle on the path, future prediction is done initially by calculating
�

i 
as described in algorithm 1. When any vehicle reaches at intersection, it selects the route on which the

destination vehicle (V
dest

 ) exists.

Algorithm 1: Future Position Estimation

Inputs : Prior and current position of vehicle, Real position of every vehicle during prior predication (pos
real

),

Velocities of vehicles in prior time intrvals �.
Output : Future position estimation (�

i
)

Assumption : Vehicles are assumed to be moving on pre-defined path.

1. for (vehicle V
i
 = 1; V

i
 � N) do

2. �
i
,
o
 = 0;

3. flag
i
 = 0;

4. realpos
(�) = prior known position of V

i
;

5. s
0
 = prior calculated velocity of V

i
;

6 s
1
 = existing velocity of V

i
;

7 for (� = 1; s � x) do

8 realpos
(�) = last computed position of V

i
;

9 S� – 1
 = S�;

10 Determine existing velocity of V
i
, s�;

11 predpos� = realpos� + � * (s�–1
 + (s� – s�–1

)/2);

12 if (� �), then

13 flag
i
 = 1;

14 end if

15 if (flag
i
 � 0), then

16 � �
1

1

/ 2;i
i

predpos realpos
�

� � �� �
�

�

� �
� � �� �
� �
�

17 end if

18 end for

19 end for

END
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4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed hybrid prediction based data dissemination
scheme and comparative analysis is further done.

4.1. Simulation Settings

To study the performance of proposed scheme, Opportunistic Networking Environment (ONE) simulator
[16] is employed. The simulation is done using map-based mobility model of Helsinki city which provides

Algorithm 2: Predictive Data Dissemination

Inputs : Real positions of vehicles at source and destination
Predicted position of intermediate vehicles.

Output : Predictive Data Dissemination
Assumption : Vehicles are assumed known about future positions of next vehicles.

1. for every V
i
, do

2. predpos at every � time using �
i
;

3. if (V
i
 is in transmission range � of V

i–1
), then

4. Forwards message M
i
 to V

i
;

5. else
6 Stores M

i
 and lok for other intermediate  V

i 
in its �;

7 end if
8 if (multiple vehicels are in ��of  V

i
), then

9 Select V
i 
with distance � = minimum;

10 end if
11 if (V

i 
is at intersection), then

12 Choose the direction of destination vehicle V
dest

.
13 end if
14 end for

END

Figure 2: Map-based simulation with vehicles on different paths
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pre-defined routes and path that are derived from real map as in Figure 2. The vehicles run on different
lanes with speed ranging from 10 km/h to 50 km/hr. Figure 2 shows the map-based model of Helsinki city
which has a number of vehicles on different lanes.

Following parameters have been used for performance evaluation:

• Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): It is defined as the ratio of total number of packets delivered
successfully and the total number of packets sent from source to destination. Higher PDR signifies
more efficiency in the network.

• Data-Delivery Delay: It is described as the total delay that has cropped up after data dissemination
from source to destination.

• Overhead: It is defined as the wasted network resources like bandwidth etc. during data transmission.

• Throughput: It is a measure of average number of successful delivered packets per unit time.

4.2. Predictive HDD

The evaluation of P-HDD is done by focusing on the aforementioned parameters. The change in PDR for
varied number of vehicles at different simulation time is shown in Figure 3(a). All the results in this segment
are based on 150-vehicle deployment and the simulation time varies from 20s to 100s. The value of PDR is
initially low when the vehicles density is less on the roads due to unavailability of neighboring vehicles and
gradually increases with increasing vehicle density. The data-delivery delay depends on the delivery ratio.
In Figure 3(b), the delivery delay decreases due to increase in percentage of successfully delivered data at
the destination side. In Figure 4(a), overhead increases with increasing simulation time (ranging from 5 to
10) since the vehicle density is more. This dynamically varying vehicular environment leads to bandwidth
wastage and degrades the efficiency of network. Also, in Figure 4(b), throughput increases with increasing
number of vehicles due to increased probability of vehicles to forward packets to the next hop. The value of
throughput rises from 4300 Mbps to 5500 Mbps due to timely data delivery which ultimately improves the
system performance.

(a)
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(b)

Figure 3: Variation in (a) Packet Delivery Ratio (b) Delay with reference to Simulation Time

(a)
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4.3. Comparative Analysis

In this segment, a comparative analysis of the proposed scheme with the current existing scheme [13] has
been performed. The variation in PDR of our proposed scheme in comparison to existing scheme is shown
in Figure 5(a). The percentage of delivered packets for P-HDD is higher than the other existing ones. This

Figure 4: Variation in (a) Overhead (b) Throughput with reference to Simulation Time

(b)

(a)
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is due to the reason that P-HDD has the ability to predict future positions of vehicles and the use of store-
carry-forward approach. Hence, PDR of the proposed scheme for a number of vehicles increases with
increasing data sending rate due to the future prediction done for path election and data dissemination.
Also, data-delivery delay is less for our scheme as compared to existing scheme due to prior position
prediction of vehicles that helps in timely data delivery at the destinations as shown in Figure 5(b). Initially,
the delivery delay increases and then becomes constant. This is because, the vehicles gradually improve the
process of future positions of the upcoming vehicles and thus, they can effectively deliver data to the
destined vehicles which ultimately reduce data-delivery delay. Hence, there is an improvement in performance
in our scheme as compared to [13].

Thus, from the above results, we can deduce that P-HDD scheme has high PDR value and low delay
due to future predictable movement of vehicles. Thus, it proves helpful in making our scheme more efficient.
Due to high data delivery rate and less delivery delay, the overall throughput of the proposed scheme is
high which makes our scheme more efficient. Also, due to its efficient implementation, the proposed scheme
can be used in variety of future applications for VANETs.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a predictive hybrid data dissemination scheme is proposed. The proposed scheme utilizes prediction
mobility scheme in order to identify the neighboring relay vehicles to carry-forward the message to destination.
Our scheme proves efficient in addressing the issues such as frequent disconnections in the network and
minimizing data delivery delay with high throughput in VANETs. The proposed scheme was evaluated for
different simulation time and varied number of vehicles on road. As observed from derived simulation results,
the proposed P-HDD scheme helps in achieving high throughput with minimum delivery delay.

As future work, several other data dissemination schemes may be designed that work efficiently for
disconnected networks which will work on predictable vehicle mobility.

(b)

Figure 5: Comparison of (a) Packet Delivery Ratio (b) Data Delay
for P-HDD with existing scheme with respect to Simulation Time
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